INTRODUCTION
In conventional discrete event simulation svstems, the flow of simulated time is controlled by-a data structure that is variously called the event set, the pending event set, the future-event chain, or the sequencing-set.
At in distributed simulation, the event set is frequently partitioned over a number of machines, raising the problem of keeping the event set processing on these machines synchronized.
Event-m
ImDlementations Kingston (1984) proposed five criteria that should be met by a successful event set implementation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Efficiency -Operations should be fast for a wide range of event set sizes, and very fast for small event sets.
Robustness -The implementation should be efficient for any scheduling distribution.
Adaptiveness
-The implementation should be able to take special advantage of simple scheduling distributions.
Generality -The implementation should be stable and should efficiently support a broad variety of of the less common operations.
Simplicity
-The code for the implementation should be short and easily understood.
In searching event set literature, one can find claims that almost every event set implementation other than the simple linear list is optimal and should be used universally.
In fact, many of the implementations that have been proposed are optimal for some combination of scheduling distribution, machine, and event set size, but most fail to live up to one or more of the above criteria. A complete survey of event set implementations is not possible in this context; their variety is comparable to that of searching or sorting algorithms. Those interested are referred to Jones (19861, Kingston (1984) and McCormack and Sargent (1981) For instance, the start of an activity is a conditional event, and the end is a bound event.
Within the time flow mechanism, a calendar of bound events is maintained.
The time advance then involves the three phases:
zizi.m-advance the clock to the time of the next bound event.
B-execute all bound events events due to occur at this time.
c-scan all the conditional events.
These phases are cycled for the duration of the simulation. 
